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The Snow Globe Family
Can love overcome fate? As Christmas 1926 approaches, the Forbes family are
preparing to host a celebration and Eighteen-year-old Daisy senses change in
the air. Overnight, her relationship with Stephen Jessop, the housekeeper’s
son, changes and by the time the festivities are over Daisy has received a
declaration of love, a proposal and a kiss – from three different men. Unable to
bear the confusion, she flees to London. By the following summer, Daisy is
engaged to the man who to proposed to her the previous year, but when the
family reunite for a party and she is brought face-to-face with Stephen once
more, it becomes clear to Daisy that she is committing to the wrong person.
Will love conquer all, or is Daisy’s fate already written? A beautiful story of
enduring love and heartbreaking choices, perfect for fans of Penny Vincenzi
and Rachel Hore. Praise for The Snow Globe ‘Kinghorn's novel paints a vivid
portrait of love and its perplexing complications... Historical fiction fans will not
want to miss this gem’ Renée Rosen ‘An absolutely delicious book... the period
is beautifully observed, and we are expertly drawn into a suspenseful blend of
tangled relationships and shocking discoveries. Daisy's coming of age in the
'brave new world' of post-war England had me holding my breath. Elegant and
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evocative to the last word.’ Elizabeth Cooke Praise for Judith Kinghorn ‘A
sumptuous absorbing tale of love in a time of war’ Rachel Hore ‘An enchanting
story of love and war, and the years beyond’ Penny Vincenzi ‘An epic and
enthralling love story set against the backdrop of the Great War’ Fanny Blake
'Judith Kinghorn is one of the best historical fiction writers' Petra I Love to Read
Fantasy
In The Ellis Island Snow Globe, Erica Rand, author of the smart and entertaining
book Barbie’s Queer Accessories, takes readers on an unconventional tour of
Ellis Island, the migration station turned heritage museum, and its neighbor,
the Statue of Liberty. By pausing to reflect on what is and is not on display at
these two iconic national monuments, Rand focuses attention on whose
heritage is honored and whose obscured. She also reveals the shifting
connections between sex, money, material products, and ideas of the nation in
everything from the ostensible father-mother-child configuration on an Ellis
Island golf ball purchased at the gift shop to the multi-million dollar July 4,
1986 Liberty Weekend extravaganza celebrating the Statue’s centennial just
days after the Supreme Court’s un-Libertylike decision upholding the
antisodomy laws challenged in Bowers v. Hardwick. Rand notes that portrayals
of the Statue of Liberty as a beacon for immigrants tend to suppress the
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Statue’s connections to people brought to this country by force. She examines
what happened to migrants at Ellis Island whose bodies did not match the
gender suggested by the clothing they wore. In light of contemporary ideas
about safety and security, she examines the “Decide an Immigrant’s Fate”
program, which has visitors to Ellis Island act as a 1910 board of inspectors
hearing the appeal of an immigrant about to be excluded from the country.
Rand is a witty, insightful, and open-minded tour guide, able to synthesize
numerous diverse ideas—about tourism, immigration history, sexuality, race,
ethnicity, commodity culture, and global capitalism—and to candidly convey
her delight in her Ellis Island snow globe. And pen. And lighter. And back
scratcher. And golf ball. And glittery pink key chain.
In the four years since breaking off her engagement, Maggie Kincaid has fled
from city to city, seeking to escape her ex-fiance Michael's relentless pursuit.
Abandoned by a criminal justice system that cannot seem to protect her
despite multiple restraining orders, she is ready to give up. But it isn't that
easy. Maggie's dead grandmother keeps haunting her dreams, warning her in
cryptic phrases of the future. Or is it the past? Determined to end her ordeal
one way or another, Maggie confronts Michael, and he disappears, seeming to
have tired of the chase. Instead, the hunter has decided to make himself the
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hunted, in a way that no one could have imagined. Knowing both the depths of
his psychosis, and the repeated failures of law enforcement to help her in the
past, Maggie decides she has no choice but to go after him alone. What follows
is a chase across five states that takes Maggie from New York to Washington,
D.C., and into the deepest corners of her mind. Maggie Kincaid is about to
learn that you can be stalked by things far worse than a love gone bad.
"Join the twins, Willow and Wendell Potter on an adventure that will reveal the
secret to real Christmas magic"--Title page verso.
The Littlest Cupid
Snowglobe Cafe Book One
My Winter City
Santa in a Snow Globe
A boy, his father and their dog have a perfect day in a snowy city, illustrated by
Governor General’s Literary Award winner Gary Clement. A young boy wakes up
in the early light of a winter morning, pulls on his boots and mittens, and steps
out into the snowy city with his dad. They trudge through the snow, their dog
bounding along beside them, then a slushy, steamy bus ride takes them to the
tobogganing hill for some winter fun. The boy describes all the sights and sounds
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of the day, from the frost in Dad’s beard and the snow “pillows” in the park, to
the noisy clunking snow plows and the singing buskers they pass on their way
home. That night, the boy lies awake under cozy covers, reflecting on the day, as
snow blankets the world outside his window. This is winter in the city. Correlates
to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.1.3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story,
using key details. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.7 Use illustrations and details in a
story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
Want your kids to enjoy a story of boundless imagination? NOW FOR A LIMITED
TIME EXCLUSIVE KINDLE OFFER: FREE VIDEO AND AUDIO BOOK IS
INCLUDED AND AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD!!!Two brothers find a way to
shrink themselves and manage to enter the snow globe.What if, one day, you will
be able to turn your imagination into reality?Joe and Nigel are two brothers that
use their creativity to get inside a small snow globe their uncle gave them when
he returned from a trip to Antarctica. From inside the snow globe, the room
seems to be a gigantic and surreal place. Luna, their dog, accompanies them in
their journey. The boys start playing in the snow. They find a sledge and ride it on
a hill. They make a polar snow bear. ...... Suddenly, they hear footsteps. Who
could it be?Will Joe and Nigel manage to escape the tiny world inside the snow
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globe?"The Snow Globe" offers kids lessons about imagination unbound,
brotherhood and cooperation.Thischildren's book is suitable for a read aloud
bedtime story for preschoolers or as a self-read for older children.Get “The Snow
Globe” NOW and read this incredible story about imagination to your kids! Get
also the kindle version and have it read to them in the video and audio book
Two families, a large one that lives in a house and the other a tiny one that lives
in a snow globe, look forward to a big snowstorm.
"Love Inspired inspirational romance"--Spine.
The little family in the snow globe longs for a swirling snowstorm and hopes that
someone will give the snow globe a big shake, and when Baby comes into the
room, they just might get their wish! Reprint.
A Sparkly Peek-through Story
Lucy's Magic Snow Globe
Christmas in Evergreen
A Snowglobe Christmas
My Snow Globe
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the
Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be found
useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and
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depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and aren't
listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and the kind of
business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it
handy on your travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year
we are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of business and new
business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
Santa in a Snow Globe offers parents, caregivers, and children a starting point to talk about
some of life's new realities-explained straightforwardly by Santa-along with some timeless
advice, beautiful illustrations, and a big dose of Christmas cheer.
The Elf on the Shelf is a family tradition embraced by parents and children at Christmastime
each year. This precious snow globe will sit perfectly alongside the family Elf on the Shelf over
the holidays. Also included is a sticker book featuring colorful stickers of Scout Elves, props,
and festive scenes
The Snow Globe FamilyPuffin
Becca heads home after years of being away.
Celebrating Snow Globes
Going Home
The Biggest Christmas Tree Ever
The Night Before the Snow Day
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Curious About Snow
Discover an unforgettable holiday treasure in Sheila Roberts'
heartwarming tale of love and laughter, magic and miracles, friendship
and coming home... On a blustery afternoon, Kylie Gray wanders into an
antique shop and buys an enchanting snow globe. "There's a story
behind that snow globe," the antique dealer tells her. The original
owner, he explains, was a German toymaker who lost his wife and son
right before Christmas. When the grieving widower received the
handcrafted snow globe as a Christmas gift, he saw the image of a
beautiful woman beneath the glass—a woman who would come into his
life, mend his broken heart and bring him back to the world of the
living. For years, the snow globe has passed from generation to
generation, somehow always landing in the hands of a person in special
need of a Christmas miracle. Kiley could use a miracle herself. This
year, all she wants for Christmas is someone to love. A hopeful shake
leads her on an adventure that makes a believer out of her. When Kylie
shares the story of the snow globe with her best friends—two women
with problems of their own—they don't believe it. But they're about to
discover that at Christmastime, sometimes the impossible becomes
possible and miracles really do come true.
A mysterious snow globe shop. A multiverse at war. And a stranded
Austrian girl searching for her father.
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A New York Times Bestseller! Based on the #1 New York Times
bestselling picture book sensation The Good Egg, Jory John and Pete
Oswald present: The Great Eggscape! The Great Eggscape is when the
Good Egg and his pals escape their carton and drop into the store for
a morning of fun, enjoyed by everybody. Well, almost everybody. Shel
(an egg) isn’t a huge fan of group activities, especially when he’s
made to be “It” for a game of hide-and-seek. Nevertheless, Shel
doesn’t want to let his friends down, so he reluctantly plays, anyway.
But after a morning of hiding and seeking, somebody’s still missing.
Will the dozen eggs friends ever be reunited? Find out in this
hilarious egg hunt adventure that reminds us to break out of our
shells and help our friends in need!
Santa has had an accident in his workshop and is stuck in a snow
globe! Will he make it out to see the kids of the world for Christmas?
While hosting a snow-globe-making class, curio shop manager Camryn
Brooks becomes the prime suspect in a murder investigation when
someone's snow globe tableau depicts a real murder, forcing her to
shake things up to find the real killer. Includes snow-globe-making
projects and tips. Original.
The Death of an Heir
The Negro Motorist Green Book
Finding Happiness Beyond My White Picket Fence
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A Novel
Yuletide Homecoming\A Family's Christmas Wish

On the outside, Kristy Dominiak appeared to have a seemingly perfect life.
But inside, she was falling apart. Inside, she was waging war against
personal demons that were looking to take everything she held precious
away from her.
Snowflakes are falling—and this cool new 8 x 8 in the Smithsonian
nonfiction line tells young readers why! When does it snow? Why is snow
white? How do we know no two snowflakes are alike? (Hint: the proof is in
the photographs, first made in the 1890s!) With full-color photographs and
the Smithsonian’s famous Wilson Bentley snowflake photos, this new
Curious About title looks at the science behind snow, and the history of
record-setting blizzards and snowstorms—plus how people have fun in the
snow!
Lucy - Make a wish on the magic snow globe. You can save Christmas! Lucy
has found a tiny baby rabbit, injured and all alone. With a house full of
visitors, looking after him is going to be difficult, and it seems like only a
miracle can save him. But with the help of her special snow globe, and a
sprinkle of magic, Lucy might just reunite him with his own family in time
for Christmas Day.
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The Death of an Heir is Philip Jett's chilling true account of the Coors
family’s gilded American dream that turned into a nightmare when a
meticulously plotted kidnapping went horribly wrong. In the 1950s and 60s,
the Coors dynasty reigned over Golden, Colorado, seemingly invincible.
When rumblings about labor unions threatened to destabilize the family's
brewery, Adolph Coors, Jr., the septuagenarian president of the company,
drew a hard line, refusing to budge. They had worked hard for what they
had, and no one had a right to take it from them. What they'd soon realize
was that they had more to lose than they could have imagined. On the
morning of Tuesday, February 9, 1960, Adolph “Ad” Coors III, the 44-yearold CEO of the multimillion dollar Colorado beer empire, stepped into his
car and headed for the brewery twelve miles away. At a bridge he stopped to
help a man in a yellow Mercury sedan. On the back seat lay handcuffs and
leg irons. The glove box held a ransom note ready to be mailed. His coat
pocket shielded a loaded pistol. What happened next set off the largest U.S.
manhunt since the Lindbergh kidnapping. State and local authorities, along
with the FBI personally spearheaded by its director J. Edgar Hoover, burst
into action attempting to locate Ad and his kidnapper. The dragnet spanned
a continent. All the while, Ad’s grief-stricken wife and children waited,
tormented by the unrelenting silence. The Death of an Heir reveals the true
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story behind the tragic murder of Colorado’s favorite son.
Could it be the night before a Snow Day? It's nighttime and snow is falling
hard. Will the town be snowed in? Will there be a snow day? Odds are
looking good in this newest Night Before book for the kids who dream of
snowball fights, sledding, and the possibility that it may snow again
tomorrow!
Secrets of the Snow Globe
One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish
The Snow Globe Santa
The Most Perfect Snowman
Snow Day!
All it takes is a shake of the wrist to make the flakes fall on Santa’s sleigh, Elvis’s hips, or the Statue of
Liberty’s torch—creating a miniature world in each snow globe. From the ornate to the political, from
children’s characters to American cities and personalities, these colorful images will propel collectors
back to their curio cabinets to watch a dazzling display and set the rest of us out on a lovely nostalgic
trip. Each picture comes with a description that gives the history of the piece—going back to the time
when snow globes weren’t just tourist souvenirs but depictions of the most romantic sites on earth. Find
out where they were first created, which companies specialized in making them, and why they’re so
irresistible.
It's tough being the new kid at Carver Elementary. Gavin had lots of friends at his old school, but the
kids here don't even know that he's pretty good at skateboarding, or how awesome he is at soccer. And
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when his classmate Richard comes over and the boys end up in trouble, not only does Gavin risk losing
his one new friend, he has to take care of his great aunt Myrtle's horrible little dog as punishment. To
make matters worse, Gavin seems to have attracted the attention of the school bully. Will he be able to
avoid getting pounded at the skate park? And how is he ever going to prove he's cool with a yappy little
Pomeranian wearing a pink bow at his side?
Get ready for the newest installment of the New York Times Bestselling Biggest Ever series! It's the day
after Thanksgiving, and Clayton and Desmond feel the chill in the air. The cool weather makes them
think of Christmas . . . and Christmas makes them think of Christmas trees! Who'll find the biggest one?
In the newest installment of this beloved, bestselling series, Clayton the town mouse and Desmond the
country mouse team up to bring the spirit of Christmas to Mouseville-in a BIG way.
A heartwarming winter story perfect for fans of classics like The Snowy Day, The Mitten, The Snowman,
and The Giving Tree. Drift was a very plain snowman. Every day he dreamed of wearing a stylish hat, a
scarf, and mittens just like the other snowmen—and, most of all, having a pointy orange carrot nose.
Then, he knew, he would finally be perfect—and he would finally belong. Until one special, snowy day,
Drift’s deepest dreams come true. But when dark clouds roll in and a terrible blizzard begins to blow,
can Drift face giving up what he loves most and become the most perfect snowman of all? From
celebrated cartoonist Chris Britt, The Most Perfect Snowman is a touching story about kindness,
friendship, and the importance of giving.
The beautifully spellbinding and critically-acclaimed story of a thousand magical worlds from the
author of A Girl Called Owl and A Far Away Magic. When daydreamer Clementine discovers a
mysterious house standing in the middle of town that was never there before, she is pulled towards it by
the powerful sense of a mother she never knew. The place is full of snowglobes, swirling with stars and
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snow and each containing a trapped magician, watched over by Gan, the bitter keeper of the house. One
of these is Dylan, a boy who teases her in the real world but who is now desperate for her help. So Clem
ventures into the snowglobes, rescuing Dylan and discovering her own powerful connection to the magic
of these thousand worlds. Vowing to release the magicians from the control of their enchantments, Clem
unknowingly unleashes a struggle for power that will not only put her family, but the future of magic
itself in danger. 'One of the most purely original and imaginative children’s books I have read this year'
Piers Torday, author of The Lost Magician 'Amy Wilson is the rising star of children's fantasy'
Telegraph Best Children's Books of the Year 'Beautiful prose, a wholly original premise and filled to the
brim with fairytale magic. Perfect reading as the colder nights draw in' Abi Elphinstone, author of Sky
Song 'A spellbinding adventure in a magical and darkly beautiful world . . . utterly captivating' Sophie
Anderson, author of The House with Chicken Legs
Adolph Coors III and the Murder That Rocked an American Brewing Dynasty
The Magic Snow Globe
The Elf on the Shelf Snow Globe
Snow Way Out
The Good Egg Presents: The Great Eggscape!

A charming new snow globe-inspired board book just in time for the holidays! This
shaped board book looks just like a snow globe with a clear acetate window and
shimmery glitter on every die-cut layered page. Kids won't be able to resist turning the
pages, reading the lyrical story by Megan E. Bryant, and watching the colorful
illustrations by Melissa Iwai come to life. With adorable forest animals hidden on every
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spread, here's a glorious gift book to treasure all throughout the snowy season. Safe for
all ages.
Someone is very, very excited about the possibility of missing school due to snow, and
plans a whole day of sledding, building forts, reading, and sipping hot chocolate rather
than going to school for that test on chapter ten.
From Man Booker Prize Finalist Ali Smith, Winter is the second novel in her Seasonal
Quartet. This much-anticipated follow-up to Autumn is one of the Best Books of the
Year from the New York Public Library. “A stunning meditation on a complex, emotional
moment in history.” —Time Winter. Bleak. Frosty wind, earth as iron, water as stone, so
the old song goes. And now Art’s mother is seeing things. Come to think of it, Art’s
seeing things himself. When four people, strangers and family, converge on a fifteenbedroom house in Cornwall for Christmas, will there be enough room for everyone?
Winter. It makes things visible. Ali Smith’s shapeshifting Winter casts a warm, wise,
merry and uncompromising eye over a post-truth era in a story rooted in history and
memory and with a taproot deep in the evergreens, art and love.
A snowy small town. A snow globe that grants wishes. A love that's meant to be.
Evergreen, Vermont is about to be in the rearview mirror of Allie Shaw’s vintage red
pickup truck. It’s hard to say goodbye to her small town and her veterinarian practice,
but she’s moving to Washington D.C., where her big-city-loving boyfriend lives. Ever
since Ryan Bellamy’s wife died, he hardly knows how to celebrate Christmas. He’s
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decided to take his daughter Zoe to Florida, and Evergreen is just a quick stop on the
way to the airport. While they’re there, Zoe partakes in a local tradition, making a
Christmas wish on the snow globe at the town diner. But neither Allie’s nor Ryan’s
Christmas goes as planned. They’ve checked their wish lists twice, and they didn’t say
anything about meeting someone new…or about a fresh chance at love. This sweet
holiday romance includes a free Hallmark original recipe for Vermont Christmas Card
Cookies.
Archie is the littlest cupid in his lovable family. He may be little, but Archie knows this is
the year he'll be able to finally help out on Valentine's Day. But a cupid's official duties
are a little difficult to manage when you're so little. Will Archie be able to find a way to
spread love and friendship this Valentine's, or is the littlest cupid still too little?
Snowglobe
Based on a Hallmark Channel original movie
The Ellis Island Snow Globe
1940 Edition
The Snow Globe

Oh, when will it snow again? wonders the little family who lives in the snow globe.
They long for a swirling snowstorm—if only someone in the big family would pick
up the snow globe and give it a great big shake. Baby would love to. She alone
notices the little family. She gazes longingly at their snowy little world, but the
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snow globe is up way too high for her to reach. Then, when a real snowstorm
sends the big children outside sledding in the moonlight, Baby finds herself alone
in the parlor. . . . Will the snow globe family at last get a chance to go sledding
too? As readers follow the parallel adventures of both families, big and little, they
will take special pleasure in the miniature world of the snow globe, where the
skating pond is the size of a shiny quarter and a snowman is no bigger than a
sugar cube.
Two families--a large one that lives in a house and the other a tiny one that lives in
a snow globe, look forward to a big snowstorm.
In this series, young researchers experiment and learn about the science that
makes our world work.
Count and explore the zany world and words of Seuss in this classic picture book.
From counting to opposites to Dr. Seuss's signature silly rhymes, this book has
everything a beginning reader needs! Meet the bumpy Wump and the singing
Ying, and even the winking Yink who drinks pink ink. The silly rhymes and colorful
cast of characters will have every child giggling from morning to night. From near
to far from here to there, funny things are everywhere. Originally created by Dr.
Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These
unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own,
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using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss
picture books like The Lorax and Oh, the Places You’ll Go!, these portable
packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
While waiting for the first snow to fall, Pinkalicious discovers her own winter
wonderland with the help of a new friend in town! #1 New York Times bestselling
author Victoria Kann is back with a sweet winter story that's perfect for parents
and kids to read together all year round! This storybook also includes winterthemed stickers.
Snow Globe Travelers
Children's Book: (value Tales) (imagination) (Kid's Short Stories Collection) (a
Bedtime Story)
Pinkalicious and the Snow Globe
Winter
Samuel's Legacy
It's Hope's first Christmas after her parents' divorce. Helping her Dad decorate for
Christmas this year, Hope finds a broken snow globe. She recalls the shouting
and yelling shortly after she broke the snow globe last year. Hope is convinced
that she can bring her parents back together if only she can repair the
snowglobe. In the end, her courageous efforts at repairing the broken snowglobe
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helped her achieve acceptance of her new family arrangement. Holidays after
divorce or separation can be very hard on children. This book was written for
them. The story is intended to reassure them that none of this is their fault, and
though there may be different living arrangements, both Mom and Dad still love
them, and always will.
A Christmas Adventure
The Snow Globe Family
Dog Days
The Shaken Snow Globe
Hope's Broken Snow Globe
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